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In [6] Becker and Rosenberg defined the reduced Witt ring WAK) of a 
formally real field K, with respect to a higher level preorder Tin K. WAK) 
is a subring of the ring C(X,, @) of continuous c-valued functions on the 
space X, of signatures of K which are trivial on T, and is built up from 
higher level T-forms over K. This higher level reduced theory is a natural 
generalization of the reduced theory of quadratic forms over fields. Spaces 
of Signatures were introduced in [18] to provide an abstract framework 
for the higher level reduced theory over fields, along the lines of Marshall’s 
Spaces of Orderings [13-H] treatment of the classical reduced theory of 
quadratic forms. There are many advantages to this axiomatic approach. It 
allows for a unified study of reduced Witt rings over fields and skew fields 
(Powers has shown that Becker and Rosenberg’s study of higher level 
reduced Witt rings can also be carried out over skew fields [22]). The 
absence of technical considerations such as valuation theory not only yields 
simpler proofs of known results, but also new results about the theory over 
fields [ 183. The Space of Orderings version [ 151 of the result which we 
prove here has found application in real algebraic geometry, and we hope 
that our abstract higher level result might also prove useful in this context. 
The question which concerns us here is the so-called representation 
problem: given FE C(X, @), how can we tell if F=f for some f~ W(X)? 
This has been solved for the higher level reduced Witt ring of a field by 
Becker and Rosenberg [6] (see [S] also), and in the case of Spaces of 
Orderings by Marshall [15], both solutions being generalizations of the 
original representation theorems of Becker and Brlicker [4, 5.31 and 
Brown and Marshall [9, 4.21 (in the context of the reduced quadratic form 
theory over fields). Under a 2-power assumption we simultaneously extend 
all of these representation theorems to our abstract higher level setting. 
This entails studying fans and more importantly a generalization called 
quasifans. We not only obtain a common proof of the representation 
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theorems referred to above, but also a new proof in each case, even for the 
ordinary quadratic reduced Witt ring of a field. Moreover, in view of [22], 
the representation theorem holds for skew fields. 
While our results are only complete under a 2-power assumption, we 
indicate how this problem might be overcome. 
1. THE WITT RING OF A SPACE OF SIGNATURES 
We recall the basic definitions and examples from [ 18, Sect. 11. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let G be an abelian group of exponent 2n, and sup- 
pose that X is a nonempty subset of G* = Hom,(G, p), /J denoting the 
complex roots of 1. G* is given the usual compact-open topology (where p 
and G have the discrete topology), a subbasis for which is given by the sets 
H@,,= {II/EG*: $(a)=@(a)} (@EG*, UEG). These subbasis sets are 
actually clopen, and G* is a boolean topological space. 
(X, G) is said to be a Space of Signatures of exponent 2n, or simply a 
SOS, when the following axioms hold: 
s,: If aEX, then ak~XV odd k~ N. 
s,: X is closed in G*. 
s,: There exists e E G such that u(e) = - 1 Va E X. 
s,: If b(x)= 1 V~EX, then x= 1. 
s,: If z~D,(f@ g), where f and g are nonempty forms, then 
z E D,( x, y ), for some x E Dx( f) and some y ED,(~). 
s,: If+EG*\{lj, and D,(l,x)cker$ VxEker$, then I(/EX. 
The elements of X are called signatures. A form f is an m-tuple 
(a , , . . . . a,) (ai E G). We allow m = 0, and write ( ) for the empty form. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the usual definitions of 
equivalence, isometry, isotropy, represented sets, sums, and products of 
forms (see [lS]). A pair (X, G) which is only known to satisfy So. S,, S,, 
and S, is called a pre-SOS. We write - 1 for the (unique) e (of order 2) of 
S1. (X, G) is said to be finite when X, or equivalently G, is finite. Pre-SOSs 
(X,, G,) and (X,, G2) are considered to be identical (and we write 
(X,, G,) = (X2, %)I w  h en G, E G2 and the dual isomorphism G: g CT 
takes X, onto X, . Then (X, , G,) is a SOS iff (X,, G,) is a SOS. 
S, follows from the other axioms when G has 2-power exponent (2.11). 
1.2. EXAMPLES. (i) When G* = 1, a SOS is simply a Space of Orderings 
in Marshall’s sense [13-151. These occur in connection with preordered 
fields, semilocal rings, and skew fields. 
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(ii) (See [6].) Let T b e a preorder of exponent 2n in a field K, and 
set G,= K/p, X,= (II/ E Sgn(K): I++(F) = l} (K= K(O), p= T\(O), and 
Sgn(K) is the set of all signatures of K). If we consider XT as a subset of G: 
then (X,, GT) is a Space of Signatures. There is a natural correspondence 
between the T-forms of [6] and the forms over (X,, GT). Of course 
(X,, GT) is a Space of Orderings if the exponent of T is 2. 
Powers has shown that higher level preorders and forms can also be 
studied in the context of skew fields, and that they too give rise to examples 
of Spaces of Signatures [22]. 
(iii) Let G be cyclic of order 2n, X= {IC/eG*:IC/(-1)= -l}, where 
- 1 is the element of order 2 in G. (X, G) is a SOS, which we denote 
by Gk;,. 
In [18, Sect. l] some elementary properties of SOSs are established, 
which will be used without comment. 
1.3. DEFINITION. A (pre-)SOS (X, G) is said to be realizable when there 
is a preordered field {K, T} such that (X,, GT) = (X, G). 
For instance the SOSs of 1.2(iii) are realizable. 
1.4. DEFINITION. For each a E G there is a continuous function 6 from X 
to (the discrete space) @, given by ri(o) = a(a) (a E X). The Witt ring W(X) 
of (X, G) is the subring of C(X, C), the ring of continuous @-valued 
functions on X, generated by all these B (a E G). 
1.5. Remarks. (i) For each FE W(X) there exists an anisotropic form 
f= (a,, . . . . a,) (determined up to isometry) such that F= CT= 1 Bi, and we 
write F =f The ring operations for W(X) are induced by the @ and @ 
operations on forms, the zero element of W(X) is ( h ), and -(p) = ( -j\) 
(where -(al, . . . . a,) denotes (-a,, . . . . -a,)). 
(ii) If (K, T} . is a p reordered field then W(X,) is isomorphic to the 
higher level reduced Witt ring W,(K) introduced in [6, 4.21. 
(iii) If the exponent of (X, G) is a 2-power, then W(X) is an abstract 
Witt ring in the sense of [12, 3.123. 
Some examples of Witt rings are discussed briefly in 3.7(v). 
We are naturally led to the following question: 
Given FE C(X, a=), when is there a form f such that F=i i.e., 
such that F(o) = a(f) for all r~ E X? 




A subspace of (X, G) is a pair (Y, G/A), where Y is a subset of X and A is 
a subgroup of G, which is itself a SOS. As this section consists almost 
entirely of routine generalizations of elementary results from [13-151, we 
omit most of the proofs. In 2.12, however, we consider a special class of 
subspaces which play a crucial role in Section 5. 
We begin by recalling some standard notation. If Y c G* and A c G are 
nonempty, then Yl denotes the subgroup n,, y ker(a) of G, whereas Al 
denotes the subgroup fly E d ker(ci) of G* (here a($)=+(a), $EG*). Al’ 
( = (Al)‘) is the subgroup of G generated by A, and by Pontryagin duality 
Y 1 1 ( = ( Y’ )’ ) is the closed subgroup of G* generated by Y. 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. Let (X, G) be a SOS of exponent 2n. 
(i) A form ( 1, a, u2, . . . . aznp ’ ) (a E G) is called a l-fold Ptister form, 
and is denoted by ((a)). 
Clearly ((a)) Z I( 1, a, . . . . am-’ ), where m is the order of a, and I = 2nlm, 
so that D&a)) = D,( 1, a, . . . . urn-l). 
(ii) A product @i= i ((a,)) of k l-fold Ptister forms ((a,)) is called 
a k-fold Pfister form, and is denoted by ((a,, . . . . ak)) (or simply p). 
(iii) The set {ui}’ n X is denoted by X(a,), and fir=, X(a,) is 
denoted by X(a,, . . . . ak) (or just X(p), where p= ((a,, . . . . uk))). 
2.2. Remarks. Let p be a k-fold Plister form over (X, G) (of 
exponent 2n). 
(i) X(p) is clopen. 
(ii) In C(X, C) we have fi = (2n)“ P, where P denotes the charac- 
teristic function of X(p). 
(iii) p is isotropic iff p is hyperbolic iff X(p) = 0. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let p be an anisotropic Pfister form. 
(i) D(p) = X(p)‘, and in particular D(p) is a subgroup of G. 
(ii) X(p) = D(p)l n X. 
(iii) The pair (X(p), G/D(p)) is a pre-SOS. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let p be an anisotropic Pfister form, and f any form. 
(i) f @p = gap (over X) zff f - g (over X(p)), for any form g, 
(ii) f@pzgOp(ooerX)ifffZg(overX(p)),foranyformg, 
(iii) x~D,(f@p) iffx~DXcpj(f),for any XEG, 
(iv) f @ p is X-isotropic iff f is X(p)-isotropic. 
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2.5. DEFINITION. A subspace of a (pre-)SOS (X, G) is a pair (Y, G/A), 
where Y c X is nonempty and A c G, such that Y = A’ A X and A = Y I. If 
Y # X (or equivalently A # G) we say that (Y, G/A) is a proper subspace. 
If Y= X(p) and A = D(p), for some anisotropic Plister form p, then 
(Y, G/A) is said to be a Pfister subspace. 
2.6. Remarks. (i) Every subspace (Y, G/A) is itself a pre-SOS. 
(ii) A subspace of (Y, G/A) is also a subspace of (X, G). 
(iii) ( Y, G/A) is a Plister subspace iff Y = A,l n X, for a finite subset 
A, of A (in which case we say that A, generates (Y, G/A)). 
2.7. EXAMPLES. (i) If (X, G) is realized by a preordered field {K, T}, 
then (Y, G/A) is a subspace of (X, G) iff A = PO/p and Y = X, for a preor- 
der T,, 1 T. Consequently every subspace of a realizable SOS is realizable. 
(ii) Each CJ E X generates a subspace (Y,, G/ker a). If the order of 0 
is 2m, then Y, = {u, cr3, . . . . a”+ ’ } and ( Y,, G/ker a) = %FZ,,,. 
(iii) If (X, G) = (X,, G,)@ (X,, G2) (a direct sum, see [18, 2.1]), 
then each summand (Xi, Gi) is a subspace. Hence, by (i), any direct 
summand of a realizable SOS is realizable. 
The next lemma may be established by a simple compactness argument. 
2.8. LEMMA. Zf A c G is a subgroup such that A’ n XC U, for an open 
(and possibly empty) set U c X, then there is a finite subgroup A, c A such 
that A’nXcA,lnXcU. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Any subspace (Y, G/A) of a SOS (X, G) is itself a 
SOS. 
Proof: To show that S4 holds we can apply 2.8 to reduce to the special 
case of a Pfister subspace, and then use 2.4. S, is easily verified. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Zf ( Y, G/A) is a subspace of (X, G), then here is a 
natural commutative diagram 
W-F G) - CGK Cl 
1 1 
W Y, G/A) - C( Y, C). 
Moreover the kernel of the natural surjection W(X, G) --t, W( Y, G/A) is 
{f~ W(X, G): f @ ((d,, . . . . dk)) = ( ) for some {d,, . . . . d,) c‘d}. 
Proof: That the diagram exists and commutes is clear, the surjectivity 
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of the restriction map C(X, a=) -++ C( Y, a=) following as in [ 16, 7.51. The 
required kernel is easily calculated from 2.8 and 2.4. 
2.11. Remark. Another consequence of 2.8 is that S, holds automatically 
when G has 2-power exponent (see [ 17, 2.171 for details). 
Finally, we mention a type of subspace which can arise in connection 
with group extensions, and which will play an important role in Section 5. 
2.12. Remarks. (i) Let (X, G) be a split group extension of (X,,, G,). 
This means that there is a split short exact sequence 1 + Go--f G-P 
G/Go+1 andX={$EG*:$IGoEXO} (see [18, 2.6]).Foranycomplement 
H of G,, X0 may be viewed as a subset of (G/H)*. If we make this iden- 
tification then (X0, G,) is actually a subspace of (X, G), as can easily be 
checked. Of course when G2 = 1 all group extensions split, by linear 
algebra. 
(ii) If (X, G) is an infinite group extension of a finite SOS (X0, G,), 
then by [ 11, Sect. 7, Theorem 5, Sect. 10, Lemma 93 there is a finite direct 
summand Gi 1 G,, of G. Set X, = XJc,, then (Xi, G,) is a finite subspace of 
(X, G) (by (i)), and (X, G) is also a group extension of (Xi, G,). 
(iii) Let K be a (real) field, and set T=C K2” (some n). If A is a 
valuation ring in K such that 1 + Ic T (I being the maximal ideal of A), 
{k, T} the induced preordered field (F= C k2” here), then (X,, G,) is a 
split group extension of (X,, Gr). The sequence 1 + GT+ G, + @Uf+ 1 
(U= A\I) splits since ~/UFE T/2nT [19, 3.31, where r= k/U is torsion 
free, so that @UT is a free b/2nZ module (see [lo, 1.2; 1, 2.31). 
3. FANS 
The easiest SOSs to understand are those for which X is as large as 
possible. These enjoy many properties which are familiar from the 
quadratic setting, but their influence on the overall theory is not as great ,as 
it is when G2= 1. 
3.1. DEFINITION. (X, G) is said to be a fan when X= {$EG*: 
$( - 1) = - 1 }, or equivalently when (X, G) is a group extension of W2. The 
fans %Z2 and W2 @ W2 are called trivial fans (y 8 ‘i4; is a group extension of 
(ig2, by [18, 3.7(i)]). Note that %a is a nontrivial fan with two signatures. 
If Y c X (or A c G), then we say that Y (or A) is a fan when there is a 
corresponding subspace (Y, G/A) of (X, G) which is itself a fan. 
3.2. EXAMPLES. (i) ‘ik;, is a fan for any n. In fact if G is any group of 
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even exponent, e is a fixed element of order 2 in G, and X = { + E G* : 
$(e)= -l}, then (X, G) is a fan. 
(ii) Each BE X generates a fan A = ker 0 (2.7(ii)). However, a pair 
{ 0, r} c X generates a (necessarily trivial) fan A = ker B n ker r only when 
c and r both have order 2. 
(iii) If {K, T} is a preordered held, then (X,, G,) is a fan iff T is a 
fan in the sense of [6, p. 4981 (by [3, 3.101). 
Here are some familiar looking characterizations of fans. Recall 
[18, Sect. 33 thatxeGissaid to berigidwhenD,(l,x)=(l,x). 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (X, G) is a fan. 
(ii) Each x # - 1 is rigid. 
(iii) (A’ n X, G/A) is a subspace for each subgroup A c G with - 1 # A. 
Proof (i) * (ii) This follows from [18, 3.6(ii)]. 
(ii) =+ (iii) For any such A induction, together with Sq, yields 
D,(dI, . . . . d,) c {d,, . . . . d,} Vd,, . . . . d,E A. (*I 
In particular, since - 1 4 A, 
(d , , . . . . d,,, ) is anisotropic Vd, , . . . . d,,, E A. (**I 
If A’ n X = a, then applying 2.8 we would have (d,, . . . . d,}’ n X = 0, 
for some dl, . . . . d, E A, and the Plister form ((d,, . . . . dk)) would be 
isotropic (2.2(iii)), contradicting (a*). This shows that A’ n Xf 0. 
Since A c (Al n X)’ trivially, we need only show that (A’ n A’)’ c A. 
Let XE (Al n X)‘. Since A*nXc(ALnX)LLnXc{x}LnX=X(x), 
dinXc (d,, . . . . dk}‘-nXcX(x) for some d, ,..., d,EA (2.8). If 
<d r, . . . . dk)) is denoted by p, then X(p) c X(x), so that X(x)’ c X(p)’ = 
D(p) (2.3). Obviously XE X(x)l, and (*) yields XE A, as desired. 
(iii)+(i) If +EG* and 11/(-l)= -1, set A= ker I,+. It is easily 
checkedthatD,(l,x)cker$VxEker#,andthenJIEXbyS,. 
3.4. F’RO~~SITION. (X, G) is a fan i f f  either (and hence both) of the 
following holds for all forms f  = (a,, . . . . a,) over (X, G): 
(i) Zf f  is isotropic then ai= -aj for some i and j. 
(ii) Zf f  is anisotropic then D(f) = {a,, . . . . a,,,}. 
481/119/l-8 
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Proof Apply [lS, 2.7, 2.10(i)] (or just use 3.3 and induction). 
3.5. PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (X, G) is a fan. 
(ii) Whenever crI, 02, o3 E X, then O, (T~CJ~ E X. 
(iii) For each aEX we have G*=XuoX. 
(iv) For each OE X the map dg: G* + G* given by b,,(cp)=acp 
(cp E G*) maps X homeomorphically onto { + 1 } I. 
Proof (i) * (ii) This is trivial. 
(ii) 3 (iii) Fix g E X, and set Z = X u ax, clearly a disjoint union. It 
is easily checked that Z is a subgroup of G*. But Z is topologically closed 
in G*, and as X 1 = { 1 }, Pontryagin duality forces Z = G*. 
(iii) * (iv) Any such 4, is clearly continuous and injective and maps 
the boolean space X onto the boolean space OX. Obviously aX = { + 1 } I. 
(iv)*(i) Let I,$ E G* and suppose that II/( - 1) = -1. Since o$ E 
{fl}’ for any OEX, then a$=or for some TEX. Thus ti=r~X. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. (X, G) is a fan iff - y is rigidfor all y of prime order. 
Proof In view of 3.3 we need only show that the stated condition forces 
each x # - 1 to be rigid. Let x # - 1 be nonrigid. Then x does not have 
order 2, and by [ 18, 3.15(ii)] we can either pick a ( #x) of prime order 
such that (l,x)~a(l,x), or a (#1,x) such that (l,x)g(a,a-ix). If 
(1, -a) E -x(1, -a) we reach the contradiction -x= 1 or -a. Thus 
a2 # 1 and (1, x) z (a, a-lx), so that (1, --a-lx) ga( 1, -a-lx). 
Then o(a) = 1 or a(aC’x)= 1 VCTE X. If b is a power of a which has 
prime order then (1, -a-lx) z b( 1, -a-ix), yielding (1, -b) z 
a-‘x(1, -6). This forces -b=a-‘x#l, so that if cr(a)#l then 
o(b) = -1. Hence o(b) = 2 and (1, b) E a( 1, b). Since a2 # 1, a # b, which 
is a contradiction as b # -1. 
3.7. Remarks. (i) Clearly any subspace of a fan is a fan. 
(ii) If (X, G) is a group extension of (X0, G,), then (X, G) is a fan iff 
(X0, G,) is a fan iff the basic part (X,, B) of (X, G) is a trivial fan (W2 in 
’ fact) (see 3.3 and [18, 5.2(ii)]). 
(iii) (Cf. [7, Sect. 31.) (X, G) is a fan iff it is a split group extension 
of some ys. To prove the nontrivial part, pick x of maximal order such 
that x2’ = -1 for some t, and let G, be the cyclic group (of order 2”, say) 
generated by x. G, is a direct summand of G by [ll, Sect. 7, Theorem 51. 
So (X, G) is a split group extension of (Xi, Gi ) = W2+ where X, = XI G,. 
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(iv) As an application of (iii) let K be a (real) field, and set 
T= C K2” (some n). Then T is a fan iff (X,, GT) is a split group extension 
of y, i.e., iff X,= ($~k*: It/(p)= 1 and 1(/(-l)= -l} and in addition 
l--, { +1} +@+@(Pu -P) + 1 splits. To prove the nontrivial part 
note that since X, contains at least one order, x2’ = -1 is impossible for 
XE GT and t>O, so that G, (in (iii) above) must be just {&l}. 
(v) If 2n = r2” (r odd) then W(q2,,) z 0(2’)[C,], where O(2”) is the 
ring of integers of the 2”th cyclotomic field and C, is cyclic of order r [ 17, 
l.ll(iii), 3.2O(iii)]. In particular W(y) =Z. Now if (X, G) is any fan, 
(iii) and [18, 2.12(iii)] yield W(X, G)E 0(2”)[H], for some s. But we also 
have W(X, G)rZ’[G/{ + l}] ([18, 2.12(iii)] or [20, 3.11]), a twisted 
group ring over Z. Specializing to (X, G) = g2* we get O(2”) z 
Z’[C,,/( f l}] z Z’[C,,-13 ( w  ic h h can of course be proved more directly). 
4. QUASIFANS 
Fans are the simplest SOSs, but we need to consider a wider class of 
SOSs in order to approach the representation problem. This is because fans 
no longer play the role of “local objects” when if G2 # 1. Ideas from [ 18, 
Sect. 31 point us in the right direction. However, our results are only 
complete under a %-power assumption. Consequently 
,from now on all SOSs encountered will have 2-power exponent. 
4.1. DEFINITION. The spaces q2$ and w2,,@w2, (for any s and t) are 
called trivial quasifans, and (X, G) is a said to be a quasifan when (X, G) is 
a group extension of a trivial quasifan. 
If Y c X (or A c G), then we say that Y (or A) is a quasifan when there 
is a corresponding subspace (Y, G/A) which is itself a quasifan. 
We now recall some important notions from [18]. Let B denote the sub- 
group of G generated by - 1 and the set N of nonrigid elements of G, 
called the basic part of G. Set X, = XI B. (X,, B) is called the basic part of 
(X, G) and is itself a SOS [18, 53(ii), 55(i)]. From 3.3 we see that (X, G) 
is a fan iff B = { f 1 }. This generalizes as follows: 
4.2. THEOREM. (X, G) is a quasifan iff rank(B) < 2. 
Proof: Clearly we need only show that (X,, B) is a trivial quasifan 
when rank(B) = 2. But if B = C2* x C2’ (for some s, t), then (X,, B) is either 
a direct sum or a group extension (see [ 19, 6.111 or [21 I), and since it 
cannot be a group extension [lS, 5.33, we must have (X,, B) = ‘iB,s@W2E;,. 
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4.3. EXAMPLES. (i) Each pair cr, r E X generates a quasifan (Y, G/A), 
where A = ker ~7 n ker z, and Y = {a%‘: i, je N ) n X. To see this note that 
G/A c (G/ker a) x (G/ker T), and hence rank(G/A) < 2. The same holds for 
the basic part of (Y, G/A), and then we can just quote 4.2. 
(ii) Let {K, r} b e a preordered field of a-power exponent, {kT, T} 
the preordered field induced by the valuation ring A, of [2, p. 19621 (see 
[6, Sect. 23 or [18, 2.lO(iii)]). T is said to be a quasifan when there exist 
signatures P,, P, E Sgn(k,) (necessarily of 2-power level) such that 
T= ker Pi n ker Ifl, [7, Sect. 33. If T is a quasifan then (X,, GT) is a 
quasifan (the converse also holds, as we will see in 4.5(i)). 
By [18, 2.lO(iii)] it suffices to show that (X,, Gr) is a trivial quasifan 
(note GT=kT/T). If (X,, Gr) is a fan we are done. Otherwise 
rank(Gr) d 2, just as in (i). In particular GT is finite, and {KT, T} admits 
only finitely many [W-places. The proof of [18, 5.83 shows that (X,, Gr) is 
the basic part of (X,, G,), and is a direct sum. If we count elements of 
order 2, we see that there can only be two summands. 
Associated to each XE G there is a similarity group S, = {u E G: 
(1, x> =aa(l, x)}. and x is said to be quasistiff when S, is cyclic 
[ 18, Sect. 31. If o(x) = 2, this just says that x is the unique element of order 
2 in D,( 1, x). Rigid elements are quasistiff. If UE S,\{ 1, x> we write 
aENS,. Note that -lES, iff x= -1 iff S,=G. 
We now give two more characterizations of quasifans. First we note that 
by 3.5 and 3.6 the following are equivalent: 
(X, G) is a fan, 
each x # -1 (of order 2) is rigid, 
whenever cl, 02, rrjeX, then ~$cr~a:3~Xfor all odd kl, kZ, k3. 
4.4. THEOREM. The following are equivalent : 
(i) (X, G) is a quasifan, 
(ii) Each x # -1 (of order 2) is quasistiff, 
(iii) Whenever ai, 02, (r3 E X, then af1crp@E X for some odd 
k,, k,, k,. 
Proof We omit the routine proof that each x # - 1 is quasistiff when 
(i) holds, and take (ii) to include the “order 2” condition. It suffices to 
show that (i) * (iii) =z- (ii) * (i). 
(i) * (iii) Let CT,, e2, c3 E X. If (X, G) is a fan we are done by 3.5. 
W.1.o.g. (X, G) = (Xi, G,) @ (X,, G2) = %$@ %& (a trivial quasifan). If 
(pi, CJ*, CJ~ E Xi, for either i, we are done as above. We assume that two of 
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the three are in one Xi, the third being in the other. Suppose that o1 E X, 
and (g2, 03} c X,. Then oz and cr3 are odd powers of each other, and so 
a,~$=1 for some odd k. Thus cr,aza$=a,~X1~X. 
(iii) * (ii) Suppose that this is false. Then there exists a (# -1) of 
order 2 which is not quasistiff. Picking b E NS, of order 2 we get 
<l,a>~b(l,a), 
(1, -b)g -a(l, -b). 
(*I 
We claim 
X(a, b), X(-u, -b), and X(-a, b) are all nonempty. (**I 
First suppose that X(u, b) = 0. Then a(b) = -1 whenever a(u) = 1, i.e., 
-b E S,. Since b E S,, this yields the contradiction - 1 E S,. 
Next suppose that X(-u, -b) = 0. Arguing as above we get UE Lb, 
and the second isometry in (*) forces the contradiction - 1 E Se*. 
Finally, suppose that X(-u, b) = 0. So a(b) = -1 whenever a(u) = -1. 
Then a(b) = a(u) for all (r E X, which is false since a #b. 
This establishes (**). Now we pick cri E X(u, b), a2 E X( --a, -b), and 
~~~X(-u,b),thenz=a’;la:z0:s~X,forsome(odd)k,,k,,k,.Foranyx 
of order 2 we clearly have r(x)= gi(x) g2(x) g3(x). Thus r(u)= 1 and 
r(b) = -1, which contradicts the fact that b E S,. 
(ii) * (i) In view of 4.2 we need only show that B does not contain 
x, y (# -1) of order 2 such that y# +x. Now B= Nu -N [18, 4.251, so 
that if this is false we can find nonrigid elements x, y # -1 of order 2 with 
y # +x. By assumption { +x, + y} are all quasistiff. Pick a E NS,, b E NS,, 
of order 4, so that u2 = x and b2 = y. We claim 
-uy is nonrigid. (*I 
For suppose that - uy is rigid. Since a E S, we have -x E S, [ 18, 
3.lO(iii)]andthen -xbED(l, -u)@(l,~)=D(l, -uv)@y(l, -a~). 
BySqweget -xb~D(1,-u)uyD(1,-u)uD(1,y)u(-u)D(1,y). 
But D( 1, -a) = S,u (-u)S, and D( 1, y) = S, here [18, 3.18, 3.9(i)]. 
Thus 
-xbES-,u(-u)S-,uyS-,u(-uy)S-,uS,u(-u)S,. 
This gives rise to six possibilities, which we look at one by one. 
Case 1: -xb E S-,. Then ( -xb)2 = b2 = y E S_,, which is false. 
Case 2: -xb E -as-,, i.e., a-‘xb = ab E S-,. Since (ab)’ = xy 
(# -x) and has order 2, we get a contradiction (as in Case 1). 
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Case 3: -xbE yS_,, i.e., -xby-‘= -xb-’ ES-,. This leads to 
(-xb-‘)*=b*= YES-,, which is false. 
Case 4: -xb E (-ay)S-,, i.e., a-‘xby = ab&’ ES-,. This leads to 
the contradiction xy~S_,, as in Case 2. 
Case 5: -xb E S,. Then -x E S, (as b E S,), which is false. 
Case 6: -xbE(-a)S,, i.e., xa-‘b=abESy. As in the last case we 
get a E S,, and then a2 = x E S,, which is impossible. 
This establishes (*). Since (-ay)‘= x, D( 1, -ay) = S-, u (-ay)S-, 
[18, 3.181. So S&#(l), and we pick eES_, of order 2. But 
s-, CS- (Oyj~ = S_, [18, 3.10(v)], forcing e = -x. However, -XE S, 
yields ay E S, [ 18, 3.lO(iii)], and then the contradiction y E S, (as a E S,). 
This completes the proof. 
4.5. Remark. (i) From the proof of 4.4 it is clear that we could replace 
4.4(iii) with the condition 
whenever ol, eZ, c3 E X, then ~,(i)a,(~,cr&, E X for some odd 
k and some permutation A of { 1,2,3 1. (*I 
Now let (X,, CT) be the SOS of a preordered field {K, T) (of 2-power 
exponent). In [7] it is shown that T is a quasifan iff (*) holds, and so T is 
a quasifan iff (X,, CT) is a quasifan. 
(ii) A subspace of a quasifan is again a quasifan. While this may be 
verified directly, it is trivial given the equivalence of 4.4(i) and (iii). 
(iii) Quasifans are realizable, being constructable [20, 3.51. 
5. THE REPRESENTATION PROBLEM SOLVED 
Quasifans are related to the representation problem in the same way that 
fans are when G* = 1, as we will shortly see. 
5.1. DEFINITION. If Y c X, then FE C(X, C) is said to be represented 
over Y when (Y, G/Y’) is a subspace of (X, G) and r;l rE W( Y, G/Y’) (see 
2.14), 
WC G) - C(X @) 
WK G/Y’) - C(Y, @I, 
i.e., when there is a form f over (X, G) such that F and 1 agree on Y. 
We now extend to our setting two technical results of Marshall [ 15, 5.1, 
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5.23. While modifications need to be made to the proof of the first of these, 
due to the more complicated nature of binary isometries when G2 # 1, our 
proof is essentially identical to Marshall’s. 
Recall from Section 2 that if x has order 2, then ((x)) zk(l, x), 
where 2k is the exponent of G. For any forms h, and h2 we 
have D,(h,@ (1, x)) = D,(h,@ ((x))) =D,,,,(hi) (i= 1,2), and also 
h, @ (1, x) z h, @ (1, x) iff h, z h, (over X(x)). Moreover, whenever 
(l,x)~(c,d), thend=cx. 
5.2. PROPOSITION (Cf. [ 15, 5.11). Let x, y # -1 have order 2. Iff and g 
are forms such that f @ (1, x) z g@ (1, y), then there is a form h such that 
h~(l,x)~.f~(l,x)~gg(l,y)~:h81,~). 
Proof: We induct on n = dim(f) = dim(g). If f = (a) and g = (6), 
then a( 1, x) zb( 1, y). So (1, x) E (ba-‘, ba-‘y), which forces 
ba-‘y= ba-lx, i.e., x= y. In this case we can just take h= (a). 
Now suppose that n>l, and let aED,(f@(l,x))=D,(g@(l, y). 
Then f g (a)@fi (over X(x)) and gz (a)@g, (over X(y)) for non- 
empty forms fi and g,. Thus fo(l,x>r((a>~fi)~(ll,x> and 
g6(1,y)~:((a)Og,)~(l,y), so that ((a>Ofi)@(Lx>~ 
(<a>8g1)8<L Y>, i.e., (a>O(ax>8(f,8(1,x))~(a)$(ay)~ 
k,6 (1, Y >), yielding 
(ax>O(fi6<1,x))~(ay)~(g,~(l,x)). (*I 
In particular ax E D,( (ay ) 0 (g, 0 ( 1, y ) )), and applying S4 we get 
axEDx(ay, b) for some bED,(g,@ (1, y)). (**) 
So b E b-&a 1, i.e., glr(b)$g2 for some form g,, and gr@(l, y)r 
((b)Og2)0<L y)r(b,by)@(g,@<l, y>). From (*) we then get 
<ax>O(fi~(l,x>)r(ay,b,by)O(g2~(1,y)). (***I 
We claim that (ay, b ) z (ax, xyb ). Now (ay, b ) z (ax, c ) for some c, 
by (**), hence (xy, ba-‘x) z (1, cxa-‘). So (1, -xy) r (ba-‘x, 
-cxa-‘), which forces -cxa-’ = -ba-‘y, i.e., c = xyb, since ( -xY)~ = 1. 
Substituting the isometry (ay, b ) z (ax, xyb ) into (***) yields 
fi~(l,x>r(xyb,by)~(g,~(l,y)). (****) 
In particular by E D,(fl @ ( 1, x)), and, arguing as before, we see that 
f,~(l,x>~((by)Of2)8(1,x)~(xyb,by)O(f28(1,x)), for mm 
form f2. In conjunction with (****), this yields 
f2o(Lx)~g2@(LY). (*****) 
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From the construction of fi and g, it is clear that they both have dimen- 
sion n - 2 (which may be zero), and that 
f g (a> Ofi z (a, by) Ofi (over X(x)), 
and 
gr(a)Og,~(a,b)Og,~(a,by)Og2 (over X(Y)) 
(since y E X(y)’ trivially). If n = 2, we set h = (a, by). If n > 2, then by 
induction (*****) yields a form h2 such that h, 0 (1, x) g’fi @ (1, x) : 
g2@(1, y)rh,Q(l, y). Setting h= (a, by)@h, we are done. 
5.3. PROPOSITION (Cf. [ 15, 5.21). Let x1, x2, x3 # - 1 each haoe order 2, 
and suppose that A?, +& +gS= 1 in C(X, @). Zf FE C(X, @) then F is 
represented over X iff F is represented over each X(x,). 
Proof In view of 5.2 the proof of [15, 5.21 carries over without change. 
We are now ready to relate quasifans to the representation problem. 
5.4. THEOREM (Cf. [ 18, 5.3 1). Let FE C(X, C). Then F is represented 
over X iff F is represented over each quasifan Y c X. 
Proof: To prove the nontrivial part we assume that F is represented 
over all quasifans Y c X, but not over X itself. As in [ 18, 5.31, a Zorn’s 
lemma argument shows that there is a subspace (Y,,, G/d,) of (X, G) over 
which F is not represented, and yet F is represented over all proper sub- 
spaces of ( Y,,, G/d,). W.1.o.g. we may assume that (X, G) = ( Y,, G/d,). 
(X, G) cannot be a quasifan, and so by 4.4 we can find distinct x, y # - 1 of 
order 2 such that (1, x) g (y, xv). Set xi = -x, x2 = y, and xj = xy. Then 
1i + <z + f3 = 1, and as X# X(x,) for each i, we are done by 5.3. 
To give the full solution to the representation problem which 5.4 clearly 
hints at, we need to extend the notion of residue forms (see [ 18, 2.6(ii)]) 
to that of residue functions. We begin by recalling a standard result 
concerning Fourier analysis on compact groups. 
5.5. Remark (Cf. [6, 4.31). If H is an abelian group of finite exponent, 
then there is an invariant normalized Haar measure dq on H * such that 
the following Fourier Inversion Theorem holds: for each FE C(H*, C), 
there are complex numbers (h 1 F) (h E H), only finitely many of which are 
nonzero, such that F= ChE H (hi F)h (h(q) = q(h), q E H*). The Fourier 
coefficients are given by (h) F) = IH. (h-IF)(q) dq (h E H). 
5.6. DEFINITION. Suppose that (X, G) is a group extension of (X0, G,). 
So we have an exact sequence 1 + G, -+i G -+ * H + 1 (H = G/G,), along 
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with its dual 1 + H* +** G* +i* G,* + 1 (i* is the restriction map, and 
x*(q)=qon (~EH*)). Let fi:Gz -+ G* be a section of i*, fix a complete 
set of coset representatives { cy}yeT (including 1) for G mod G,, and let dq 
be an invariant normalized Haar measure on H*. If FE C(X, C), then the 
yth residue function F, of F is the function on X0 given by 
F,(G) = s,, (~,WL-~*(~) B(ao)ldrl (00 6 X0) 
(which is independent of the choice of /3). When H is finite we have 
W’o) =& c (~;‘F)Cn*(a) P(a,)l. 
qeH* 
where IHJ is the order of H, since the Haar measure on H* is then got by 
assigning to each q E H * a measure l/l H *I = l/l HI. 
It is often convenient to think of the F,, as being functions on X, by 
composing with restriction, i.e., F,,(a) = (F,, 0 i*)(a) = F,(al oa). 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Zf FE C(X, @) in the setting of 5.6, then 
(i) F,,E C(X,, @) Vy E r, F, = 0 for all but finitely many y, and 
F=C YdVY’ 
(ii) If F=x for a form f ouer (X, G), then F, = fy Vy E I’ (here f, 
denotes the 7th residue form off; see [18, 2.6(ii)]). 
(iii) F is represented over X iff each F, is represented over X0. 
Proof Part (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii), which may be proved 
using the Fourier Inversion Theorem of 5.5, mimicking the proof of 
[6, 4.61, which deals with the special case of a group extension arising 
from a valuation ring (see [18, 2.lO(iii)]). 
5.8. THEOREM. FE C(X, @) is represented over X &f F is represented over 
each finite quasifan Y c X. 
Proof: To prove the nontrivial assertion it suffices, in view of 5.4 and 
4.5(ii), to consider the case where (X, G) is an infinite quasifan and F is 
representable over all finite subspaces of (X, G). In particular (X, G) is a 
group extension of a finite SOS (X,, G,). From 5.6 there is a decom- 
position F= C, Fy Py in terms of residue functions Fy E C(X,, @), only 
finitely many of the F, being nonzero. Now let G, be the finite subgroup of 
G generated by Go and the finite set of c, corresponding to the nonzero F,. 
Then (X, G) is a group extension of (X, , G, ), where X, = X( G,, and F has 
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trivial residue function decomposition w.r.t. G,, so that F can be con- 
sidered as a function on X,. By 2.12(ii) there is a finite group Gz 1 G, such 
that (X, G) is a split group extension of (X,, G,) (X, = XI,,) and (X,, G,) 
is a finite subspace of (X, G). Thus F is represented over X,, and as F 
clearly has trivial residue function decomposition w.r.t. (X,, G2) also, it is 
represented over X (52(iii)). 
Finally, we solve the representation problem over finite quasifans, the 
case of fans being a routine generalization of [15, 5.5; 6, 6.41. 
5.9. THEOREM. Let (X, G) be a finite quasifan, andfix FE C(X, @). 
(i) Zf (A!, G) is a fan then F is represented over X zff 
(c~}~. r being a complete set of coset representatives for G mod { &- 11. 
(ii) Zf (X, G) is not a fan then it is a group extension of some trivial 
quasifan (Xo,G,)=(X,,G,)~(X,,G,)=‘iS,,,O~~,. Let {~,},,~beacom- 
plete set of coset representatives for G mod Go. For i= 1,2, let ti be a 
primitive 2”th root qf 1, andfix a signature tin Xi. Set 
(F,)l,j =--.& “‘;- ’ &j(=+ l)F&;k+ 1) 
j=O 
(i’ 1,2, j=o, . ..) 2”1- ’ - 1, y E f). Then. F is represented over X iff each 
(F,),, j E Z and in addition the parity of ~~~~’ - 1 ( FY)i, j is independent of i for 
each y E r. 
Proof: (i) When (X, G) = kp, it is clear that F is represented over X iff it 
is integer valued at the unique signature in X, so that the result is trivially 
true in this case. Suppose that (X, G) is a proper group extension of Q$. 
From 5.2(iii) we see that F is represented over X iff F,(t) E Z Vy E r 
(z being the unique signature of ‘%$). It is easily checked that this is 
independent of our choice of (c,},,~. If H=G/{ + l}, then F,,(T)= 
(l/IHO I&f* (E;‘F)(n*(tt) B(T)) = (‘l/l-4) LX (~;‘F)(~) (5.6), since 
/Xl = 4lGl= IHl and X= {a*(q) p(r): q E H*} in this case. 
(ii) By 5.7(iii) we may as well assume that (X, G)= (X,, Gi)@ 
(X2, G2)=W2s,Q3B2S2. Set Fi=l;lX,. From [17, 7.41 (or [20, 3.133) we see 
that 
F is represented over X iff each Fi is represented by a form fi 
over Xi such that dim(fi) E dim(f,) (mod 2). (*) 
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Each (Xi, GJ is a finite fan, so that if (c~&~, is a complete set of coset 
representatives for Gi mod{ f li}, (i) then yields 
Fi is represented over Xi iff 2s,l- 7zx (qyi)WE~ hi. (**I 
If C,E Gi satisfies ri(ci) = ci, we can take { 1, ci, CT, . . . . c:y-l} for {c~,}~,~,-, 
(note $-I= -1). Since Xi= {zi, z:, . . . . ry-l}, we have (e;j)(rfk+r)= 
gjW+l) and Fi(ri) = F(zJ. Then (**) says that Fi is represented over Xi 
iff (1/2”i-‘) Et”=-01 ~,:j(2k+1)F(~fk+1)~Z for j=O, 1, . . . . 2”‘-‘- 1, i.e., iff 
(F),, j E Z Vj. From 5.7 and the proof of (i) it should be clear that if Fi is 
represented by a form fi over Xi, then dim(fi) = c,‘“:“- l (F), j, and so we 
are done, by (*). 
5.10. Remarks. (i) When G2 = 1, 5.4 and 5.8 together give the same 
result as [15, 5.51, although the proof of 5.8 differs from Marshall%. 
(ii) If (X, G) is realized by a preordered field of 2-power exponent, 
then our results are equivalent to Becker and Rosenberg’s [6, 6.71 (this is 
made clear in [8], where 5.8 is proved in the context of preordered fields). 
Moreover 5.8 yields a new proof of the representation theorem for fields, 
even in the quadratic case (where K2 c T). 
(iii) The only point in this section where the 2-power assumption 
was used was when we quoted 4.4 and 4.5(ii) in the proofs of 5.4 and 5.8. 
Our basic approach to the representation problem would remain valid for 
any Space of Signatures, with minor modifications, if the results on 
quasifans in Section 4 could be extended to the non-Zprimary case. 
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